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115 Project ECHO: Building capacity to manage complex conditions in rural, remote and underserved areas — Andrea D. Furlan, MD PhD, Kathleen A. Pajar, MD MPH, William Gardner, PhD, Bryan MacLeod, MD
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121 Country cardiograms case #66 — Charles William Helm, MBChB, CCFP
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SRPC and The Rounds

The Society of Rural Physicians of Canada is excited to renew its partnership with Boondoc Technologies to deliver a customized clinical Community on The Rounds. The Rounds is a professional clinical network developed in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Each month, over 5,000 Canadian physicians login to The Rounds to access new information, clinical content, and take part in expert-led clinical discussions.

The Rounds platform supports physicians and their associations by improving connectivity, association collaboration and providing a secure portal for information sharing.

Login to the SRPC Community by visiting this link: https://www.therounds.com/SRPC/home

Are you a researcher?

Do you have an original research paper ready to submit?

Are you in the midst of doing a research paper and looking to have it published? Think CJRM!

Have you a research paper archived on your computer waiting for the right time to submit? Dust it off and send it in!

The CJRM welcomes original research submissions with a rural medicine slant, up to 3500 words long and sent in for peer review and potential publication.

Check out our Instructions for Authors

www.cjrm.ca
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